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25N Haikus
What's a Haiku?
Haikus are short poems which originated in
Japan over 400 years ago. You can think of
a haiku as a poem of 17 syllables, normally
written in three lines of 5, 7 and 5 syllables.
Traditional Haikus include a kigo (a word
related to seasons) and tend to establish
relationships between Nature and human
nature, although nowadays, they are also
used to express ideas about trending
topics in a poetic way.

These are the Haikus related to the International
Day for the Elimination of Violence Against
Women done by the students of 2º Bach D
If I don't have you
close to me, you'll regret it
Fear ain't love

She loved him,
She lived for him,
He ended her life.

By Alexia Mei
Arteaga Díaz

By Iván Chinea
Torres

Flourishing woman,
dreamer, fighter and winner,
claim what is yours!

By Pablo Hernández
Fernández

I control you or
I don't love you, hold on, but,
that was the question?
By Óscar Manuel
Hernández Suárez

Don't drown
in a sea of tears.
Shout your grief.
By Daniel Javier
Barbuzano

My poor heart
suffers in silence
all this pain
By Abdón Senén
Meléndez Díaz

As she stood up
she felt no fear, but power:
her tears were now snow
By Aymar Lara
Ramos

You are not alone girl,
If you need help for something,
You can ask for help
By Gabriel Melián
de Rozas

Women should be free
no brave against the sexism
Like a bird at spring

We will remember
the colour purple
on the 25th November.
By Saúl Ruiz
Fernández.

By Diego Ramírez
Cruz

Not a hit that hurts,
not a word that wounds the heart
respect for each other
By Daniel Pérez
Rodríguez
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